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A collection of top recipes from the Good Housekeeping
archives features a wide range of dishes, including
Braised Baby Artichokes with Olives, Tomato and Ricotta
Salata Bruschetta, and Sicilian Stuffed Pork Chops, in a
volume complemented by lavish food photography.
Presents more than 375 recipes for appetizers, salads,
soups, stews, poultry dishes, meat, fish and seafood,
pasta, grains, casseroles, and desserts.
Cooking.
Carefully diagrammed recipes are presented together
with information on cooking techniques, advice on
microwave cooking, and a dictionary of herbs and
spices.
Starting university does not mean you need to starve!
Super Student Grub is packed with easy peasy ideas for
delicious recipes that won t break your student bank
account. Whether you need a speedy breakfast to get
you through back-to-back lectures, a brain-boosting
snack to help you meet your dissertation deadline or a
pick-me-up after the pub, you ll find everything you need
to save money, eat well and feed your hungry
housemates. With first-time cooks in mind, each recipe
has a photograph alongside clear, easy-to-follow
instructions so you can rustle up mouth-watering meals
with minimal fuss. You ll find all your favourite recipes
from family classics to homemade takeaways. Packed
with tips, nutritional values and handy advice on stocking
up your kitchen cupboards, Super Student Grub is the
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only student cookbook you ll ever need.
Versatile, delicious and economical There's never been
a better time to discover the delights of cooking with
mince. Get ready to throw out any preconceived notions
you may have that mince is an old-fashioned or
humdrum ingredient - with this book you'll discover just
how tasty, easy-to-use and endlessly versatile mince can
be. Not only is mince a flexible and simple ingredient to
use, it's also inexpensive - making it a great way to
include meat in your diet without breaking the bank. And
because mince can be used in myriad ways - and just
about any kind of meat can be minced - it never gets
boring. There's almost nothing mince can't do!
Find yourself short of time or energy? Easy Does It... has
everything you need to rustle up recipes with minimal
cooking times and maximum flavour. Keep the family
happy with a classic carbonara, wow your friends with a
saffron paella, or save the day with a speedy salmon
curry for an emergency midweek meal. Both experienced
and novice cooks will enjoy creating these mouthwatering recipes, triple-tested so they work first time,
every time. Each recipe includes preparation time,
cooking time and serving suggestions. From classic
recipes to exotic dishes and simple suppers to devilishly
good desserts, dinner will never be a chore again. Word
count: 30,000
A full-color collection of 100 pasta recipes--including
casseroles, seafood classics, whole-grain pastas and
more--also includes tips on selecting, preparing and
storing pasta and sauces.
A tempting array of kitchen-tested pasta recipes introduces
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one hundred delicious ways to present pasta, in an updated
collection that includes descriptions of every type of pasta,
cooking techniques, and instructions for creating such dishes
as Pesto Ravioli and Peas, Hearty Vietnamese Noodle Soup,
Eastern European Pierogis, and Orzo with Shrimp and Feta.
With Good Housekeeping’s help, it’s simple to serve lowcost and family-friendly delicious meals that go far beyond the
ordinary. Forget the old standards like spaghetti with marinara
or franks and beans! From Arroz con Pollo to Tomato and
Cheese Pie, Italian Sausage Rosti to Jambalaya, these
“dinner for a dollar” dishes are as varied and tasty as they
are inexpensive. Of course, every recipe has been tripletested at the Good Housekeeping kitchens. But there’s more:
The introduction provides invaluable information on how to
shop and cook cost-effectively, including advice on buying in
bulk, economical cuts of meat, how to take advantage of
grocery sales and discounts, and other money-saving ideas.
You’ll learn what to look for in the supermarket and how to
incorporate less-expensive options into any family dinner. The
book features a stay-open hidden spiral that makes cooking
easier.
Presents 375 recipes for everyday meals, each of which
contains less than thirty percent calories from fat, including
appetizers, soups, pastas, main dishes, salads, sides,
sandwiches and pizzes, sauces and condiments, breads,
desserts, and beverages.
!--StartFragment-- Launch of an exciting new cookery series
250 recipes that work first time, every time Collect and keep a
complete cookery library These days not everyone has the
time to spend hours in the kitchen. Good Housekeeping
Favourite Quick & Easy Meals is packed with straightforward,
tasty recipes that can be rustled up in even the busiest
household. With clear, easy to follow instructions you’ll find a
classic recipe for any mealtime and every taste, from salads
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to stir fries, and pasta to pancakes. Packed with tips,
nutritional value and, of course, mouth-watering ideas, you’ll
be amazed at the sumptuous dishes you can master in a
matter of minutes. Other titles in this exciting new series
include: Favourite Cakes, Bakes & Cupcakes
(9781843405870), Favourite Family Meals (9781843405900),
Favourite One-Pot & Slow-Cook Meals (9781843405887),
Favourite Chicken Recipes (9781843406044), Favourite
Puddings & Desserts (9781843406051), and Favourite
Comfort Food & One-Pot Recipes (9781843406068).
Good Housekeeping 100 Best Pasta Recipes
Now it couldn’t be easier to transform a bowl of pasta or
noodles into an inspired family meal. This book has every
recipe you need to create a delicious and nutritious meal for
any occasion, be it a simple lunch-time pasta salad, or a spicy
noodle supper. With over 100 mouth-watering recipes, no
kitchen shelf is complete without Easy to Make! Pasta &
Noodles. Over 100 triple-tested recipes in a new full-colour
cookery series, featuring the most popular recipes from the
GH Institute Kitchens – tried, tested, trusted recipes that are
guaranteed to work first time every time. New Easy to Make!
titles for 2012: Everyday Vegetarian (9781908449115),
Curries & Spicy Meals (9781908449122) and Rice & Risottos
(9781908449221). Other titles in the Easy to Make! series:
‘Family Meals in Minutes’ (9781843406556), ‘Salads &
Dressings’ (9781843406563), ‘Speedy Meals’
(9781843406570), ‘Everyday Family Meals'
(9781843406464) and ‘Wok & Stir Fry’ (9781843406433).
Good Housekeeping recipes tick all the boxes They look
great They taste delicious Theyre easy to make Now, learn
how to be a clever cook with this amazing new cookery
series. Each Good Housekeeping recipe triple-tested for
perfect results is guaranteed to stand the test of your
occasion, be it a speedy midweek dish or a throw-itPage 4/13
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alltogether treat for friends. Packed with good old favourites,
tasty new ideas, save money, time and effort tips, up-to-date
nutritional breakdown including protein and fibre, and savvy
advice throughout, it couldnt be easier to create simple meals
that look great and taste even better. Enjoy! Other titles in the
Good Housekeeping series include Bake Me a Cake, Al
Fresco Eats, Let's Do Brunch, Cheap Eats, Gluten-free Easy,
Low Fat Low Cal, Salad Days, Posh Nosh, Party Food, Flash
in the Pan, Roast It!, Great Veg and Slow Stoppers Author
Information The Good Housekeeping Institute was created in
1924 to provide readers of Good Housekeeping magazine
with expert consumer advice and delicious easyto- follow
recipes. These ideals still hold true today.
Enjoy everybody's favorite meal, deliciously prepared by
Good Housekeeping, where every recipe is triple tested to
perfection. We offer 100 luscious ways to cook noodles of all
kinds. These pasta dishes go far beyond spaghetti and
meatballs! Just one look at the mouthwatering color
photographs will make you hungry to sample them all.
Imagine digging your fork into an easy Lasagna with Spinach
and Ricotta, Pesto Ravioli and Peas, or Orzo with Shrimp and
Feta Cheese. Hearty Vietnamese Noodle Soup is a staple
that's eaten every day in Vietnam; once you taste it, it will
become a regular on your table, too. Pierogi--little filled
dumplings from Eastern Europe, made with caramelized
onions--are sure to become a family favorite. Plus: advice on
cooking pasta to the perfect texture and descriptions of every
pasta shape and size.

Now, learn how to be a clever cook with this
amazing new cookery series. Each Good
Housekeeping recipe - triple-tested for perfect
results - is guaranteed to deliver delicious results, be
it a midweek meal after a long day of lectures or a
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spontaneous feast with your house mates. Packed
with tasty new ideas, cook's tricks, up-to-date
nutritional breakdown including protein and fibre, and
savvy advice throughout, it couldn't be easier to
make your favourite meals and make the most of
your student kitchen. Other titles in the Good
Housekeeping series include Super Soups, Skinny
Suppers, Wonderful One-Pots, Cupcake O'Clock,
Meals for Me and You, Home Takeaway, Easy
Peasy Meals, Al Fresco Eats, Let's Do Brunch,
Cheap Eats, Gluten-free and Easy, Low Fat Low
Cal, Salad Days, Posh Nosh, Party Food, Flash in
the Pan, Roast It, Great Veg and Slow Stoppers.
Presents a colorful assortment of delicious and
nutritious single-dish meals, including one hundred
updated recipes for soups, stews, casseroles, ovencooked meals, stir-fires, skillet suppers, pastas, and
salads that range from Curried Vegetable Stew to
Chicken with Rosemary Dumplings or Shrimp
Risotto with Baby Peas, and come complete with
prep and cooking times and nutritional information.
Enjoy everybody’s favorite meal, deliciously
prepared by Good Housekeeping, where every
recipe is triple-tested to perfection. We offer 100
luscious ways to cook noodles of all kinds. These
pasta dishes go far beyond spaghetti and meatballs!
Just one look at the mouthwatering color
photographs will make you hungry to sample them
all. Imagine digging your fork into an easy Lasagna
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with Spinach and Ricotta, Pesto Ravioli and Peas, or
Orzo with Shrimp and Feta Cheese. Or try Hearty
Vietnamese Noodle Soup and delicious Pierogi—little
filled dumplings from Eastern Europe, made with
caramelized onions. Plus, there’s advice on cooking
pasta to the perfect texture and descriptions of every
pasta shape and size.
Welcome the newest edition of Good
Housekeeping's spectacular cookbook! Featuring
1,200 recipes, hundreds of stunning photos, and
invaluable tips from the Test Kitchen, this
irreplaceable volume fulfills the magazine's mission
of making cooking a delight and success for every
home cook, every time. Whether you're looking for a
quick family dinner, like the Sweet & Sticky Chicken
with Snow Peas; a gluten-free, vegetarian, or vegan
option; or a dish worthy of a special occasion, such
as Coq au Vin, this collection has it all--along with
serving suggestions, ingredient spotlights, and more!
Over 250 budget family meals with over 175 colour
photographs All recipes are triple tested Fantastic
ideas for leftovers Contains menus, meal planners
and money saving tips Each recipe has vital
nutritional information This is the credit-crunch
cookery book. Good Housekeeping have conjured
up over 250 recipes costing £5 each. The book is
broken down into seven chapters: Soups ad Salads,
Meat, Fish, Pasta and Rice, Vegetarian, Puddings
and Basic Bakes. With an extensive advice section
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including meal planners and money saving tips, the
ideas in this book will help you shop as economically
and creatively as possible. You can either take this
book in your bag to the supermarket with a fiver in
your pocket and buy a meal or plan something with a
few added extras from your store cupboard. As with
all Good Housekeeping recipes nutritional
information and extra cooking tips are given.
Two hundred recipes for quick and nutritious weekday dinners.
Being able to share a meal with family and friends is
something to celebrate – enjoying home-cooked food
together, whether it’s a meltingly tender weekend
roast or a cake fresh from the oven.
Since its first publication in 1948, the Good
Housekeeping Cookery Book has sold over 2 million
copies, firmly establishing it as the ultimate cook s
bible. This updated edition celebrates 90 years of the
Good Housekeeping Institute and contains their
ultimate collection of over 500 delicious, triple-tested
recipes. The Good Housekeeping Cookery Book has
the perfect recipe for every occasion - from
traditional dishes that have been passed down from
generation to generation to contemporary classics.
Discover hundreds of delicious ideas for meat,
poultry, fish and vegetarian dishes, as well as mouthwatering cakes, puddings, jams, pickles and
chutneys. Each page is packed with useful
information - including recipe preparation and
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cooking times, freezing notes and nutritional info plus you'll find tips on everything from storing fresh
herbs and jointing a chicken to icing cakes and
making perfect pastry. The book also includes
hundreds of pictures to help you achieve perfect
results every time. Complete with all the recipes that
every cook should know, this classic compendium is
an essential reference for every kitchen.
What makes pasta perfect? It has to be firm yet
tender to the bite, with just the right amount of
flavorful sauce. And with Good Housekeeping's
guide at hand, that's how it will taste every timeno
more mushy spaghetti, watery lasagna, or marinara
pooling at the bottom of the bowl rather than clinging
to the noodle. These easy international recipes do
justice to every shape and size of noodle available,
from stelline to soba, and feature a wide variety of
sauces, from pesto to lemony cream. Whether you
serve your pasta in soups, like the Tortellini in Brodo,
or in Pad Thai, or in a simple salad with lemon and
peas, everyone will love these meals!
From the most trusted name in America comes an allpurpose vegetarian cookbook for families looking to
change their diet, in need of midweek meatless
alternatives, or dealing with the demands of one
vegetarian in the household. The last chapter is
especially tailored to families with one vegetarian
member in the midst of meat eaters; these recipes
yield both meatless and meat-filled portions with little
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extra fuss. Chock-full of fresh vegetable goodness,
these 225 dishes are guaranteed to satisfy
vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike.
Offers a collection of four hundred low-calorie
recipes, including main courses, appetizers, side
dishes, and desserts.
An illustrated celebration of the best in traditional
American cookery presents a host of favorite recipes
for classic dishes and is accompanied by historical
sidebars on the history of American cuisine.
A collection of delicious and healthful meals for busy
people on the go features 150 quick-and-easy
dishes that can be prepared in thirty minutes or less,
including an array of beef, pork, fish, chicken, pasta,
vegetable, and soup recipes that represent both
classic American favorites and exotic international
specialties.
Banish the belly bloat 400 ways with Good
Housekeeping! Everyone wants a flat tummy--and
this entry in Good Housekeeping's popular
400-recipe series is the go-to book for anyone trying
to slim down or stay slim. All these recipes focus on
complex grains, lean meats, fish, fruit, and veggies,
while cutting out white refined starch such as bread
and pasta and many processed foods. From Huevos
Rancheros and Autumn Squash Salad to Mussels in
Saffron-Tomato Broth and Beef Burgundy, these
dishes make looking good very tasty! And in addition
to the delicious recipes, you'll get helpful strategies
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for losing the belly fat . . . and keeping if off, forever.
Meal prep is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Good
Housekeeping’s 100+ make-ahead recipes are
quick, healthy, and delicious and will transform your
weeknight meals! Want to sit down to incredibly
tasty, nutritious, homecooked meals every single
day? Who doesn’t! But who has the time? Now you
do, with this meal-planning guide and cookbook that
will help you get yummy dishes on the table in
minutes. Whatever your goal — eat better, spend
(and waste!) less, get out of a dinner rut — some
simple meal prep can make it reality. From batch
cooking and freeze-ahead meals to ready-to-serve
dinners and grab-and-go breakfasts and lunches,
Good Housekeeping Easy Meal Prep includes: ·
100+ easy recipes like Crispy Caprese Cakes,
Citrusy Shredded Pork, and Mustard-Crusted Mini
Meatloaves, all developed and approved by the
Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen · Meal plans that
give you 4 weeks’ worth of ideas; they’re
customizable to suit your family’s size and tastes ·
At-a-glance cooking charts for whipping-up staples
to use all week · Recipe ideas that allow you to cook
once, eat twice (and halve your time spent cooking!)
Packed with cooking and storage tips and brimming
with delicious recipes, Good Housekeeping Easy
Meal Prep makes weeknight dinners nearly
effortless.
Includes 300 recipes for various dishes, along with
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answers to culinary questions, cooking advice and
information on cooking utensils.
Since it was first published in 1948, the GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING COOKERY BOOK has sold millions of
copies and has become firmly established as the cook's
bible. This major new edition, featuring completely new
photography throughout, has been thoroughly revised
and updated to meet the needs of today's cooks, while
still offering the unerring accuracy and practical advice
for which Good Housekeeping is famous. Whatever the
occasion, you can be certain you will find the perfect
recipe within these pages. Whether you want to know
how to create the lightest of souffles, the flakiest pastry
or the most vibrantly spiced dish, the GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING COOKERY BOOK will show you how.
Classic family favourites mingle with unusual and more
adventurous dishes for special celebrations and build
into a compendium that is truly indispensable.
Information on a broad range of subjects such as healthy
eating complete the picture. All the recipes are doubletested to the rigorous standards of Good Housekeeping
and are illustrated throughout with colour photography.
The GOOD HOUSEKEEPING COOKERY BOOK is the
only book you will ever need for imaginative ideas, a
huge range of recipes ahd guaranteed results-every
time.
Presents recipes for more than 1300 dishes together
with information on cooking techniques, healthy eating,
meal planning, food safety considerations, and an
illustrated listing of fruits and vegetables.
"Includes delicious meals under $10"--Cover.
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New Edition Good Housekeeping's unrivaled guide to
eating light and healthy sold over 45,000 copies in
hardcover alone! Light pasta dishes, stews, vegetarian
meals, creamy soups that won't weigh you down, and
guilt-free snacks: these 375 triple-tested, luscious low-fat
recipes from Good Housekeeping will have you feeling
and looking great. In each one, less than 30 percent of
the calories come from fat. Few cookbooks about healthy
foods offer such a variety of dishes. Gazpacho with
Cilantro Yogurt is packed with chunky, garden-fresh
vegetables and makes a welcome summertime meal.
Some entrees are ones you may never have tried before,
such as Chili Lasagna and Baked "Fried Chicken." Or
you could choose tasty Asian style alternatives, such as
Pad Thai and Chinese Dumplings. There are delicious
desserts, including a Chocolate Mint Cake, plus side
dishes and delectable drinks. The cookbook also offers
plenty of choices for a Mediterranean diet, featuring
legumes and olive oil, while limiting red meat. All the
recipes are easy to prepare, photographed beautifully
and accompanied by complete nutritional information.
Nothing beats the aroma of a simmering soup, and Good
Housekeeping has 70+ fabulous triple-tested recipes that
please the whole family. From refreshing summer
Gazpacho, Classic Chicken Soup, and Vichyssoise to
Vegetable Chowder, Lobster Bisque, and Split Pea with
Ham, these soups will warm everyone's heart . . . all year
round. Plus, there's expert advice on planning ahead
along with tips on making the perfect bowlful of
goodness every time.
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